Michael,

Why didn’t you take your own advice.

Two faced?

What did you have to gain from this Michael Boyd who has that porn-like website which he says is just for fun while leading us to believe he makes a living off Wall-47th Street?
You have had quite a bit to say about my eldest brother Neil who you see on the far right above, my father Allied Fighter-Bomber-Pilot, Bernie Gevisser to Neil’s left, a more orthodox Jewish person to Bernie’s left and a Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-De Beers Black Hatter to the far left, all facing the Western-Wailing Wall in Jerusalem back in January 1968, 7 odd months after the June 1967 Six Day War that began with the brutal Israel Air Force in the first few hours having total and complete control of the war zone that included all its Arab neighbors, never believing in a million years after all the communications including visits by Israel’s top foreign affairs officials that the United States who had not provided Israel with the US’ most advanced fighter aircraft would on the second day in to the war, June 8th allow its most advanced spy ship, the USS Liberty anywhere close to the warzone, such an affront by US Navy officials, not lost for a single moment on people like Boris Senior, now 43 year young, and reactivated into duty from his prior position as Deputy Chief of Staff Israel Air Force.

Not to mention the photo below was taken at the same time; Neil on the far left, me to his right, an unknown dog next, next to the dog my mother Zena, followed by our middle brother Melvin and our dad Bernie. BTW, a photo also taken on this day was used on Melvin’s barmitzvah invitation that of course would have included my father’s first cousin, David Gevisser; bearing in mind that things at the Moshal Gevisser Group of Company were “riding high”, at least on the surface.
Now what do you think about Neil’s response to Adam when saying a number of things including how he “never forgets” which has you thinking why suddenly wouldn’t he be interested using some of his rather clever expressions including “Revolution, the serfs up!” to sell t-shirts bearing in mind that Adam had sent him an official trademark registration document but letting Neil know that it had probably expired without Neil thinking until right now to try and get it renewed?

Were you like most who when first viewing my oil artist painter French-Canadian wife’s design for our first t-shirt 

![T-shirt design](image)

Said that it looked like the “Superman Shield”
Which of course didn’t have some 99.99% recurring of the discombobulated, so brainwashed, so brain draining, so flowery especially when writing fiction, thinking to themselves, “I am so superficial!” before realizing they and those having to listen to their ongoing loss of intelligence as these so selfish prepare themselves in this lifetime to return as shellfish would be so much better off being quiet.

It is better to keep quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt. – Proverbs.

Again had you not only been caught “red handed” once again, denying truth for easy money while further traumatizing your brain you understood perfectly well when communicating with this Michael Boyd character you would have contributed greatly to the murder of my very good name.

You would agree with my mother, “Sticks and stones break bones but words kill”.

My wife say I am “so predictable”.

Now, I have known my F-C wife intimately for some 14 or so years, and it is doubtful despite my use of “repetition” for you who I have possibly only met twice, to agree, given how for starters there is about a 100% certainty you wouldn’t have thought to respond when seeing her design and thinking Superman Shield to say to yourself, “I am so superficial” especially when you consider the Jesus fish built into the head-hat of the Pope, along with the words, THE MEEK WITH TEETH SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH, all coming out of untraceable and unlimited diamond currency always priced fixed at more than a barrel of oil, along with the long history of the Popes-the Vatican Church being involved in so many very bloody conflicts over the centuries, even financing wars against the different Popes in different countries; not to mention it was only after some 1,000 years following the death of orthodox Jew Jesus Christ that the Romans who morphed into the Roman Catholic Church forbid their priests to marry so to curtail all the corruption that was going on from the priest bequeathing mostly their extraordinary large land estates stolen with force from poor peoples of the world, something you hadn’t thought all that much about I am sure when making your profit on Yahoo shares or that mushroom cloud above the heavily teethed fish or how I can explain using the highest levels of science and math Einstein’s “Mind of God” equation E=mc² which in reverse reads, 2 c mE, also provides ample evidence of the much sought after, “Hand of God” and in the process being able to “put to rest” any and all conflict that exists between
Creationists and Evolutionists; and of course the fact that you of course think I am smart is also not lost on Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad when I say, and they know I am not bluffing, that if I was “calling the shots” in the Israeli Knesset this very morning, the State of Israel would begin well within 24 hours to enjoy everlasting peace, tranquility as well as prosperity, the same with all its neighbors.

Such facts of life of course are daunting on people such as yourself, most likely without much if any “trading skills”, which of course I have taken into account.

Are you still strong enough to dig a ditch?

If you have an ounce of goodness in any part of your body including most peoples' very dark soul you would have to “love”; i.e. trust and respect my awesome F-C wife, Marie Dion Gevisser who is still sleeping in our love and most beautiful art filled gallery-studio home perched atop the bluffs of Del Mar, another most glorious day beckons here in perfect climate, perfect sea breeze, pretty much perfect everything even though both MDG and I don’t expect to live forever, nor would we want to unless the whole world were to “shape up” which would only be possible if someone like Ami Ayalon were to “follow to the letter” my “bullet proof” suggestions that begin with after putting in place Israeli Special Forces commandos who are already in place, placing a phone call to President George W. Bush and without mentioning a word about my forthcoming book, The History of Money Creation and Its Future, subtitle, A Message For The President, both title and subtitle named by my F-C wife during our last 24 day “fact finding mission” to China in the summer of 2006, and Mr. Bush would make the very wise choice of beginning immediately to withdraw all US forces not only from the Middle East but from each and every one of our military bases on the 130 countries and at the same time for Mr. Bush to guarantee all US Service people not only the most significant raise but assure each and every one of their families that all their basic needs will be met the rest of their lifetimes including free accommodation in facilities “fit for a queen”.

There is nothing like asking one’s students smart enough to choose a good teacher like my math-wizard-logical thinker, quick study, most learned wife who some 11 odd yrs chose the greatest master oil painter teacher with so many different styles of painting techniques, all most beautiful showing Sebastian Capella’s well rounded skills, expertise and knowledge base, how much they “love” my so very awesomely nice to be around F-C wife.

Your African roots, as not only you, but the rest of the world will know in time, is deeply rooted in thanks and gratitude to the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division aka the victors of World War II aka bankers such as De Beers-J.P. Morgan-Chase-US Federal Reserve who held back nothing in the most torturous murder of some 6 million of your and my Jewish brothers and sisters who were they and their offspring around today would eat you and all those who associate with you for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Trust is essential.

When you cannot trust your President then you don’t have a country.

When you cannot trust your father you don’t have a family.

Now what exactly stops you from making a healthy financial contribution, including gold, silver and other valuables to just3ants.com under major construction from the bottom up, seeking every possible way under the sun to make it inviting to 9 year olds who the world over are increasingly on the internet, all, perhaps without exception seeking truth, something totally foreign to you and those who would continue to keep your company.

Again one of the geniuses of Judaism is that when a leopard changes its spots it is a sin to remind them they were once a leopard who never changes its spots.

Once a liar, always liar, a thief, a cheat.

I make it my business-personal to never put a name and face to those indoctrinated, so brainwashed as to believe that “nothing will change”, yet they know change is the only constant apart from truth, that which does not change,

So why would I pursue a relationship with someone that ignores truth for financial gain.

You would rather stay in the “gray” as in “talk, talk, talk”.

What do I have to gain other than brain drain with someone that cannot be trusted with truth?

You do perfectly understand why the FBI take very seriously the “terrorist plot” laid out very clearly still on the homepage of www.just3ants.com. To repeat. We have phone logs plus Adam L. Tucker’s best recollection of the 2 phone conversations he had with FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson on April 29th which Mr. Tucker not only took detailed notes during the conversation that I and my French-Canadian wife were witnesses to, but immediately following the conclusion of those most revealing dialogues Mr. Tucker made copious and exacting notes, not once speaking a sound as we headed from Chuao, the chocolate operation in Encinitas to our home in Del Mar.

Important though that Lekganyane family.

Ps – If you need to reach me I am now using my wife’s phone, you never know who is going to pick up.
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Hey Boss

Please dont get it wrong I still luvs n appreciates ya!
Im still working on some of the old emails, history has changed a few things, but yes you are damn fucking smart.

Your advice was great...
I can tell you that I held my Yahoo, through the last split and dumped them after that communication, for around $40. Thank you!

Anyway I did enjoy our private communication, but when you started with your Cc, and your Bcc all the way to Zcc..aka The Lekganyane family I felt that my African roots were being violated....

Happy to be on your political/economic list.

Rgds
Michael

When you next communicate with my eldest brother Neil ask him if he knows this Michael –cuprex@yahoo.com who I believe last communicated directly with me going on 3 years ago:

Hi Gary
Glad to be back on your mailing list....
I've missed reading your stuff,
fantastic mental work-out...ThanX

Just a quick question on the DAAC/Yahoo/Investec issue..
What are we aiming for here, and this is an honest question.
Is this entrenched monopoly going to stop trading?
Is Yahoo going to issue an apology, or change the fine print?
Are Investec going to open boiler room operations?
Or do they pay you to go away???

We live in a country where a lot of these folks, including the Big Dog believe that the world is 6 000 years old...

How do you win??

Rgds
Mike

Ask Neil if there is something he knows about this Michael who I believe is a South African, possibly a close friend of Lynne Bentel?

This hyperlink below will take you to my response to Mike’s seemingly truth seeking mind.


Suffice to say most South Africans, beginning with Jewish South Africans will get a “kick” of out my forthcoming communiqué, that of course I will first run by Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad, especially those South Africans Jewish people who are only Jewish like the Gentiles are only gentile when it suits all their pocket books.

Nothing quite like fearful of losing one’s “comforts” to cause those so uncomfortable with the truth to become so “deafeningly silent” thinking those who know no better than to keep talking will provide them sufficient cushion until this never ending Perfect Storm blows over.

Time is not kind to those choosing not to be constantly mindful, never, not once turning a blind eye to evil, no matter how small, and run the risk of thinking one can outsmart even one’s own mind let alone a mind which is all chemistry, that translates back into the science into the math explaining the mind all logic that could have only have been created by one most perfect mind, the mind the first, but not the only indicator of the Supernatural.

If Michael A now sees me as “vindictive” one can only question him whether he “knows God/G-d or does he simply believe in G-d/God”?, the same question I put to
our Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss years ago that caused him to become instantly “deafeningly silent”.

Michael A must also know that I am moments away in the history of time from explaining in very simple English the expression, “What goes around comes around with a vengeance”.

Gold last trading at US$927.20 a troy ounce.
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From: michael@supacam.com [mailto:michael@supacam.com] On Behalf Of Michael
Sent: Sunday, May 25, 2008 2:40 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser; topped-87623@mypacks.net
Subject: Advice for those who dont really know G S Gevisser

The following was sent to me about a year ago, I now appreciate Gary and all his ramblings, sometimes he’s hilarious, other times brilliant, and then by my limitations unfathomable.
But what ever it is, its entertaining, deep and thought provoking.

Here is what was sent to me - Read it and you will understand and appreciate the simple insight.

Hi Michael

Im dont think we have met, my advice, leave this prick alone!!!!!

I knew him as a kid, he was normal, I have no idea what happened.

I think possibly its genetic, his brother Neil is also some-what strange!!!!

Gary obviously has some serious issues, and the mother-fucker is totally vindictive!!!

IRS or what ever the flavor of the day is, he WILL fuck you in the end, he has nothing else to do.
I think he is totally delusional, as is 99% of whatever it is he is talking about..
But he works like Walmart ---Volume volume volume...LOL
He speaks so much crap, that the remaining 1% is possibly more reality than the average human being is capable of dealing with...

Gary is Super Smart, and is on a mission of mammoth proportions, hence the people he copies on his emails....

My advice once again, you better off steering well clear!
On Sat, May 24, 2008 at 10:55 PM, Gary S Gevisser <gary@just3ants.com> wrote:

From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Saturday, May 24, 2008 10:39 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Cc: rest; Glen Shapiro (gshapiro@eeiconferences.com); Larry King Live; Dr. Laura Family; Devin Standard; Gary "A Jewish 9 is a 4 with money" Legator; Garry Purkiss; Dee Summers
Subject: FW: Consider whether it is worth you time exploring with my eldest brother Neil,

OBVIOUSLY, while immediately prior thinking wild passionate sex with the hottest, coolest chick on planet Mother Earth, I thought that I would like for you to run a survey with you ever expanding focus group to see about getting a t-shirt that reads exactly what Michael Boyd aka topped-87623@mypacks.net wrote below including the "from", "Sent", "to", and "subject" - my concern is that he is getting very boring writing perfectly understanding American English, punctuation pretty much perfect, commas in the right place, despite head up his ass - come to think of it, what about an electronic billboard t-shirt and we have hot looking women riding their red vespas around town with the lettering going around all their curvatures and we have contests going on over the internet and the best responses getting electronically transmitted – come to think of it, I need to find a way to get onto Marie's scooter's license plate the verbiage "R u getting it, John?"
Wow! Coke was only in bottles at the time. how fascinating!! I am so glad you told us that. I take it all back, you aren't a fucking stupid, long winded, making no sense asshole. You are , in fact, a genius who is intellegent, brave and by no means ugly.

Who am I kidding, you are so long winded and boring that words can't describe it. You and your wife are so fucking ugly that you both must have been hit by the ugly bus at least twice. (I am basing my assumptions about your wife's ugliness on your ugliness, this is assuming she really exists and is not a delusion like most of the other shit you try and write about)

Please shut the fuck up with your fucking stupid ramblings. Nobody cares and it is all bullshit. WE DON'T CARE ABOUT YOUR STUPID FUCKING UGLY FAMILY OR YOUR NONSENICAL EMAILS. GO THE FUCK AWAY!!!

--
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